[The relationship between a conditioned slow negative potential and focused attention].
A conditioned slow negative vertex potential (CSNP) was studied in the interval between two stimuli: anticipatory and trigger, under different experimental conditions, namely; in response to a trigger stimulus the subject was to press an operating key; or to memorize the number of trigger stimuli; or to respond to the trigger stimulus by pressing the key and memorizing the number of anticipatory stimuli. A sound, geomatrical figures and separate words flashing up on a screen were used as stimuli. All of them were presented both as anticipatory and trigger signals. If a sound was used as an anticipatory stimulus, and a word as trigger one, the recorded CSNP was at its maximum in the case of a simple motor reaction, and at its lowest during retention. When the stimuli interchanged, was drawn to the anticipatory verbal stimulus, the CSNP amplitude diminished and the latency became shorter. The dependence of SCNP parameters on the subject's attention drawn to the anticipatory resp. trigger stimuli is discussed.